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Overview 
This course covers the basic structure and procedures of Inventory Control and Purchase Order Processing in the Phoebus 

Management Suite. After completing this course, you will be able to perform essential  

Function with the value, quantity and activity of stock items as they are being moved in a business environment.  

 

The knowledge gained in this course will also help you become more productive member of your project implementation team.  

 

Target Audience 
This course is intended for the following audiences: 
 

Members of the Logistic/ Warehouse / Accounting Department and users of Phoebus Management Suite 

 

Course Prerequisites 

Required Knowledge 
Knowledge of basic inventory business process 

 

Course Goals 
This course will prepare you to: 

 Understand the most basic structure and procedures of financial accounting within the Phoebus Management Suite 

 Perform essential functions in financial accounting 

 Support project implementation teams with important decisions  

 

 

Inventory Control is responsible for correctly recording the quantities, cost, and selling prices of the goods, which can then 

provide accurate management information on stock levels and valuations for integration into the Ledger system, if required. 

Inventory Control also enables the operator to undertake comprehensive Stock Taking Procedures, which enables a high level 
of internal control over the checking of the stock for audit and management purposes. 

 

During the setting up process for an Inventory Control system, a thorough examination of the types of stock and related 

transactions handled in a company should be undertaken, and an assessment of the controls required for each type of item 

should be determined.  
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Navigation 
 

Unit Overview 

 

In this unit, you will learn to navigate in Phoebus. You will also learn something about personalization, which are provided for 

your work with Phoebus systems. 

 

Unit Objectives 
 

After completing this unit, you will be able to:  

Log on to Phoebus 

Navigate a basic path and personalize Phoebus’s look and feel 

Search for information in Phoebus 

 

Log on to Phoebus 
Before you log on the first time, your system administrator will give you an initial password (or empty password). During the 

logon process, you should create a new password, one that you alone will know. Use your own password whenever you log on. 

 

 
Select Phoebus Management Suite to launch. Each time you launch Phoebus, the program take some second to check update for 

the latest version, available on you LAN. If a new version is found, Phoebus installs and uses the latest version.  

 

The log on dialog appears for you to enter your user name and password. The dialog also tells you what Server/Database you 

are going to log on. 

 

 

Navigation and personalize look and feel 
Function Trees allow you to find a specific function when you do not know the short command, the function trees is organized 

according to the task you are performing in the Phoebus. 
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(General Screen Layout) 

 

The content of function trees is role-based, that means the available functions are determined from your permission settings. 

You can see only functions that you have permission to perform. 
 

You have following options to tune the look and feel of Phoebus: 

Color skin – Select from existing color skin. You can also create your own skin for Phoebus.  

In case you are using VNI encoding for Vietnamese Language. You probably need to set font properties for input textboxes. 

You can do it with Parameters dialog, which is opened by click Parameters menu. 

 

You can select the language you want to work with from Language Menu.  SPC-Technology can provide additional language 

pack base on your requirements.  

 

Working Area 
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Navigation inside working area 
The working area displays the information related to function you selected from functions tree 

 

Navigation buttons on the right upper allow you to go to the next , the previous , the last  and the first  record.  The 

searching button  opens the Selection Dialog, which shows all records available in a table view. 

 

When you select a record, it is display on the screen and ready for Edit,Delete,Copy … . You need to click to an Action Button 

to start the action you want to perform over the record. 

 

Alternatively, you can type Short command to the Action Box.  

C- Create/New. A-Amend/Edit. B-View. D-Delete. O-Copy. TI- Transfer in. TO-Transfer Out … 

N-Next. B-Back/Previous. L-Last. F-First. F5 – Open Selection Dialog. 

  

The record is read-only until you select command Edit/Create, which switch screen to editable mode. In editable mode. 
Textboxes become white, which means ready for editing. 

 

You can save the record only when the information is correct (there are no red sign  on the screen). Press F7 or Click OK 

button below to finish editing and save data 
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Search for information in Phoebus 
Before starting to work with any data (reference data as well as Ledger data) you need to find and display it on the screen first. 

Phoebus often provides a Selection Dialog, helping you easily searching a record. 

 

 
(Chart of Account Selection Dialog)   (Context menu) 

Working with Selection Dialog is straight forward. All you need if right mouse click insid e the table. A context menu allows 

you to: 

 

Filter records by any column on the screen. 

Select menu Filters Records from context menu. A filter row appears on the top of the table. Type searching key work to the 

filter row and press button DOWN  on the keyboard, the table is filtered to show only rows, matching the keyword. 
 

To show all records, press Refresh Button below 

the Selection Dialog 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sorting by column(s) 

Sorting is performed by mouse click to the header 

of column. When column is sorted. A triangle 

appears in the column header indicated that 

ascending/descending sorting is applied. 

 
When you keep button SHIFT pressed and mouse click to many 

column headers. Multi-column sorting is applied. 

 

 

 

Multi level grouping by drag and 

drop column header to Grouping 
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Area on top of the table.  
You hide a column by dragging its header out of  Selection Dialog. You unhide it by right click and select menu Show Hidden 

Column, a small list of hidden columns appears. Drag column back to the table. Close the list to finish. 

 

When you close the Selection Dialog, all customization you did will be saved. So the next time when you open it again. The 
layout will be displayed as the last time you exit the dialog.  

 

If you want to reset the layout to default factory setting. Right Click mouse and select menu Reset Layout 
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Inventory Reference Data 
LO = Inventory Location 

A location may represent warehouses and stores or groupings of stock i.e. stock items currently in repair. You can set these 

locations up so that they are not included in random cyclical stock takes (talked about in more detail in session 5 - Stock Take 

Cycle), but they will always be included in a full stock take. All stock items are either received or issued from locations.  

 

If inventory movements are posted to Phoebus Accounting, the location code can be posted as one of the T-Codes by entering 

the code IB-Location Code in BD=Business Definition. 
 

A sample Location Definition is shown below:- 

 

 
 

IB=Item Balance 
The Inventory Balance record is created the first time a movement is posted for each combination of item code and location 

code. These records can also be created manually.  They contain reference information on the following balances:- 

The Physical Balance - this is the total quantity held 

The On-Order Balance - this is the amount of stock on order with suppliers 

The Allocated Balance – for Sales Module  

The Picked Balance – for Sales Module 

 

If the above amounts become out of sequence a dummy period cleardown (a period that does not exist 01/79) must be run. This 

recalculates the balances correctly. 

 

Below is a sample of the IB=Inventory Balance screen:- 
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Minimum and maximum stock levels for each item across all locations can be set up.  These values will be used to produce 

inventory reports.  

 

IR=Item Records 
Item Records are normally created to record details of each type of stock item that is required. However, item records can also 

be created for services and other processes which may not actually be physical stock. In this module we will concentrate on the 

use of creating and controlling the “physical” Stock records. 

 

 
 

Inventory Control uses the three cost boxes in IR=Item Record:  

Standard Cost - This is manually entered by the operator and is the standard cost of an item. 

Latest Cost - This box is maintained automatically if you are using Inventory Control. Each time goods are received into stock 
either by Purchase Order Processing or manually in Inventory Control, the purchase price is entered, and this in turn will update 

the latest cost on the item record.  If the purchase price has a zero value then the LAT box will not be updated.  This box can 

also be amended manually if required. 

 

Average Cost - This box is also maintained automatically if Inventory Control is being used. Aver age cost is calculated by 

taking the purchase price in Purchase Order Processing or, using Cost Input 1 in the MD=Movement Definition in Inventory 

Control, and multiplying this by the number of items received. It also takes the existing average cost multip lied by the number 

You can enter   
a code that     
will tell the 
warehouse 
people exactly 
where the stock    
is located. 
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of items already in stock.  It calculates the new average cost by dividing the sum of the two figures by the total number of items 
in stock after the receipt. This box can also be amended manually if required. 

 

To create a new item code you will need to do the following: 

  

Select “IR” from the IC/ PO Menu. 

Item Description - The Item Description is a short description used to identify the Item Code. Longer, more comprehensive 

descriptions can be created using Extended Item Descriptions; these can be used on documentation produced in POP  

Lookup Code – stock number (part number) 

 

Unit of Stock - unit of the stock quantity 

  

Whole Units Only (Y/ ) ,Unit of Sale  , Whole Units of Sale , Alternate Item Code ,Unit Weight - Leave Blank . 

 

Set Purchase Price - Enter Y. 

 

Other boxes - leave blank 

 

Item Analysis Capability 
 

“I” Analysis -(ITEM ANALYSIS)  if Item Records are being used in Phoebus Business Modules to identify different types of 

stock item, then this is an additional type of analysis that can be defined.    

Up to 10 different categories of “I” analysis can be defined (I0-I9). It is a “static” form of Analysis which is attached to the Item 

Record. It can be used to group stock items in a number of different ways for the purposes of management reporting or inquiry. 
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Ledger Accounts 
 

When you created an Item record, system will fill in the Inventory Account automatically base on the mapping between I0 – 

Grand Item Category and its lookup code. 

 

For example – you created an item with code: 010101001-01A. System look in the Grand Item Category List and find out that 

Group No 01 has Look up code with value 310101, so it fill Inventory Account with this value. 

 

(If you want to change this list, use function IC-NC and amend I0 codes) 

 

 
 

Hold details of default account codes to which the Sale or Purchases of this item are to be posted in Phoebus Accounting.  A 

Sales Account and a Purchase Account can be used in this screen for use in the Ledger interface. If other accounts are required, 

they should be defined in PO LABELS (LAB). 

 

Enter appropriate accounts. Press F5 to select from the list 

 

ID = Item Descriptions 
If description in the IR – Item record is too short, you can add more description for an item using ID – Item description as 

below  

 
 

To create a new item Description you will need to do the following: 

  

Select “ID” from the IC/PO Menu. 

 

Record Number - Enter a number between 1-4 to create up to 4 separate extended description records.  

Description - This field contain the long description can be created for each record. 
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Inventory Movement Setup 
MD=Movement Definitions 

A movement definition is created for each type of inventory movement. An example is shown below: 

 

 
 

The boxes below Cost 1, Cost 2 and Cost 3 are free text boxes. The contents is displayed in the ME=Movement Entry screen. 

The adjacent small boxes specify which costs are updated on IR=Item Records. 

 Y - the LAT and AVE boxes on the Item Record are updated with the value entered in 

ME=Movement Entry 

 Z - the AVE box on the Item Record is updated 

 S - the user is not prompted for a value. The system copies the value from the STD box on the 

Item Record and calculates a new AVE value on the Item Record 

 L - the user is not prompted for a value. The system will copy the Average from the Latest 

value on the item record 

 V - The latest and average values are updated from the value entered 

 Blank - the user is not prompted for input. 
 

Cost input boxes 2 or 3 can be used for entering foreign currency amounts if the multi-currency module is being utilised.  You 

specify whether C2 or C3 will be used on the BD=Business Definition. 

 

The sequence in which you enter the Analysis Categories M0-M9 determines the sequence they appear in during 

ME=Movement Entry. 

 

Movement Analysis (M-Codes) 
“M” Analysis - Up to 10 different categories of “M” analysis can be defined (M0-M9). This type of analysis can be  applied to 

ALL  types of transactions in Phoebus Business Modules  
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Key Points: 
 

1. Every movement is posted to the system as a batch. 

2. Each batch must have a Movement Type created within Movement Definitions. 

3. Movement Definition contains specific requirements of entered information. 

4. Movement types are another form of analysis within Inventory Control. They may be used to group together similar types 

of transactions for reporting purposes. 

5. Movement Pre-sets may be attached to definitions to automate some of the entries.  

 

Journal Type is defined via function MD- Movement Definition 

 

Customize Movement Entry with Movement Preset. 
 

MP - Movement Preset function enable the speedy input of data into the system by automating ME=Movement Entry. Presets 

allow you to predefine the contents of batch lines and can be set up to perform calculations as the batch progresses. 

Using a preset you can predefine lines of the batch. Presets are best understood by working through a specific example. We will 

take the example of a Good Receipt Note - Preset. 

 
 

As you can see, on entering the movement, the preset automatically fillin for us the location,Employees,Partners and 

Conversion Code 

 

Key Points: 
 

1. Can reduce amount of keying during Movement Entry 

2. Data can be preset to reduce input errors 

Inventory Movement Entry 
ME=Movement Entry is used to record stock changes in Inventory Control.   There is only one screen of information required 

when entering these movements, and it is split into a header section and individual movement lines.   A sample screen is shown 

below:-  

 

In order to enter a movement, firstly you will need to select a movement type 
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After selecting as movement type you enter movement details to the entry form 

When you finish movement entry, you have option to Post movement or Hold it for further approval and/or verification  

 
 

If you chose to hold your movement, it can be opened and changed later on, using function Movements on Hold 
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Movement entry with BOM 
In many business scenario, it is required that when operator issues an item, which is comprise of many sub-items, the sub-items 

must be issued automatically base on the BOM, or the formula of the main item. 

 

In order to support this kind of scenario, Phoebus allows create a exploding movement with sub items when operator post the 

movement with main item. 

 

Suppose main item KIT1 comprise of sub-items as the picture below: 

 

 
 

Now, when operator posts a movement (ISSUE) item KIT1. Phoebus is going to create another issue using movement Type 

ISS/P and Hold the exploding movement to Hold file. Setting Explode Movement Posting H/P to P means Phoebus will 

perform Post instead of Hold action. 
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Inventory Inquires and Reports 
IQ-Item Inquiry 

Item Inquiry includes all movements, related to a single particular Item Code. You launch Item Inquiry with function tree,  

 
 

You also can launch this function via IR-Item record form or drill menu of another inquiry. 

Click Query button  to show all the item list, just select the item you want to make the inquiry and the query result appears 

on the screen. 

 

MQ-Movement Inquiry 
Movement Inquiry focuses on the Movement Reference. It includes all line of any Movement Reference. The way to make the 

inquiry is similar to Item Inquiry. You click the Query button , the list of all Movement Reference is showed up. Select the 

movement you want to see, and enjoy the result. 

 

 
 

NQ-Inventory Inquiry 
Inventory Inquiry is more flexible in querying data. You can add/remove criteria to fine-tune your filter. Then hit the Extract 

button. Movements will be shown. You also can save your filter. Next time when you want to search over movement file, all 

you need to do is open the saved filter, then hit the Extract button. 
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Purchase Order Reference Data 
CL = Client Setup  

Supplier/creditor accounts need to be set up in two screens. One is the Names and Addresses record, the other the Client Setup 

record.  Details of both screens can be seen below:- 

 

 
 

 
Client records are used for suppliers when recording purchase orders.  Each Name and Address record must have an associated 

Client setup record. One Client may have many addresses 

 

 

IS = Item Suppliers 
Item supplier records hold details of specific suppliers for specific items.  An item supplier record should be created for items 

regularly purchased from a supplier.  When entering an item during purchase order entry or purchase invoice entry, the details 

from the Item Supplier are used to help complete the Order / Invoice line. 
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UC= Unit Conversion Tables 
 
This is used to convert the Sales quantity from the Stock quantity, if the units differ (e.g. buy in gallons and stock in litres, 

perhaps for resale later).  You can convert the units of purchase into the units of stock using the Unit Conversion Tables.  

 

When entering an order / invoice line, the system will check for a unit conversion table that converts purchase units (defined on 

the item supplier record) to stock units.  A unit conversion table for that Unit of Purchase to convert to stock units is then 

sought.  If purchase quantity is entered, then stock quantity is calculated.  If stock quantity is entered, then purchase quantity is 

calculated. 

 

 
 

LAB= PO Labels 
 
Systems labels give you the ability to: 

 Define account labels for each item record 

 Define names for the four price bands on the item record, (IR1-IR4). 

 Define the label for extended description of PO /PI 
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The Systems Label function is shown below:- 
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Purchase Order Entry 
By the end of the session, you will be able to: 

 

 Understand a purchase order cycle  

 Set up the Purchase Definition for a full ordering cycle 

 

The full Purchase Order Cycle can consist of all or some of the following stages: 

 
The complete purchase order cycle consists of various set-up functions. Let us look at an existing definition before looking at 

the set up process. 

 

POE - Creating a Purchase Order 
Select POE= Purchase Order Entry. Hit the New button. 

 Choose the relevant purchase order definition for your particular order from a list of definitions already defined using 

the purchase order definition function. 

 Complete the rest of the header information in a similar way to those entered during purchase invoice entry.  

Once the header information is complete move to the Item Details screen by selecting ‘Items’ from the Tab button. 
 

 
 

                     4. Payment 

1. Order processing 
2. Goods receipt and 
    Inventory management 

Purchase 
Order Purchase 

Order 

3. Invoice verification 
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The Detail Entry screen is used for: 

 
 Entry of the individual lines of the purchase order.  Stock and purchase units are recorded for each Stock item. 

 Display of the status of each order line,  i.e. issued, matched or approved. 

 Split each order line to process part-deliveries, or to assign different parts of an order to different departments.  New 

line numbers will be in the form of 0011, 0012… 0019 following the original order line number 001.  Each line of the 

order can then be amended to reflect its new status of matched and approved. 

 

A completed detail line is displayed below: 

 
To insert/edit /delete a line, hit the related button above the grid. You can also use shortcut with the keyboard. 

 

The order can be Held or Released as required, once the detail lines are completed.   

 

Depending on the setting on purchase order definition, the purchase order will be printed automatically when you issue the 

Order 
 

Once the order has been printed: 

 

 Order status will be set to “Issued”, 

 On Order Balances will  increase (if PD is set to update stock) 

 Order will be ready for the next stage in the purchase order cycle: 

1. Either the GRN (Awaited) stage (if PD is set to GRN)  

2. Or to Invoice (Awaited) stage.  

 

Goods Received Note Stage 
 
If the goods received stage has been defined on the purchase order definition, then a GRN must be created for the order before 

any purchase invoices can be posted to the ledger.  

 

The goods receipt matching stage ensures that the quantity of goods arrived is checked against the original order quantity.  It 

does not verify the value of the goods that arrive. 
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Goods receipt matching separates the receipt of goods and the update of stock (if there is a link to Inventory) from the invoice 
stage.   Each line of an order may at this stage be matched, approved, or cancelled against the GRN.  Once a line has been 

approved and released in goods receipt matching it can no longer be amended or cancelled. 

 

Select Goods Receipt Matching function from the tree on the left. 

 
 The header screen appears as shown below, 

 Select Action-Create and select the Order from the list that is to be used for the GRN matching, 

 Complete the rest of the screen with the available information from the goods receipt note. 

 

 
 

Select GRN Items: 

 
 The Detail screen appears as shown below, 

 Either choose Receive-Approve to Receive/Approve the order lines, 

 If quantity of the received items is less than the ordered items. Enter the actual quantity of goods received and approve 

the relevant line of the order. This will be partial shipment 

 Release the GRN for further processing. 

 When close GRN, inventory movement will be created. Movement ready for ledger interface. 
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Purchase Invoice Matching stage 
 

In a purchasing life cycle, goods are ordered, received and, later, the invoice is received.  Purchase invoice matching enables 

you to verify the value of the goods invoiced and other invoice details against the original order and Goods R eceived Note.  

 

Purchase order processing allows you to: 

 Match or Approve invoice lines with the option to update the ledger accordingly. 

 Matched order lines can be recalled at a later stage for approval.   

 

Select the Invoice Matching function from the tree. 

 
 The purchase invoice matching header screen appears as shown below, 

 Select Action-Create, 

 Select the original order number, 

 Complete the Header screen using the information from the supplier’s invoice, such as the invoice date, supplier 

invoice reference etc. 

 
 

Select Items: 

 
 Select Action-Match to Match or Approve each line.  If you match lines and then release the invoice, it can be recalled 

at a later stage to be approved.  

 
An example of an Approved invoice line is displayed below: 

 

Select Action-Close to complete the process.  You are prompted for a posting period for the approved Invoice data. 
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Purchase Order Definition 

 
Displayed below is the screen for the purchase order definition used to enter the previous purchase order.  The key elements are 

highlighted. 

 

 
 

GRN stage 

enabled. 

 

Report Code for 

printing PO 

 

Updates 

stock. You 

will be 
prompted for 
a stock 
location. 

 

Interface codes for the transfer of data 

to Ledger Accounting 
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Transferring Data to Ledger Accounting 
 
Throughout the purchase order cycle, information is ready for create Ledger journal.  This is used to update Ledger using the 

functions in tree node “Posting to Accounting System”.   

 

The Ledger Interface controls the selection of data that is transferred and its destination.  Each purchase order definition allows 

you to define the appropriate ledger interface for the ledger accounting update. 

 

There are 3 Ledger Interface codes that can be used: 

 
 Commitments 

 Inventory 

 Approved 

 

 
Commitment Interface   
 
If commitment accounting is required, an interface must be set up in order to transfer outstanding orders to a budget ledger 

(defined on the Database Definition) for reporting purposes.  

 
Inventory Interface 
 
The inventory interface is used when inventory movements are posted at goods receipt approval or after matching or approval 

of a purchase invoice. 

 
Approved Invoices Interface 
 

This interface is used to post approved invoice values to Ledger.  Postings may be set to post to Supplier accounts on the one 

hand and cost accounts on the other. 

 

 

Creating a Ledger Interface 
 

The Ledger Interface defines how values held in the Order Module are transferred to Ledger. 

 

Select LI= Ledger Interface: 
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Each interface profile consists of several interface lines. Each line maps to one ledger transaction. One interface profile generate 
a ledger journal. 

 

For creation interface line, run command LIL (Ledger interface Line) or select from the function tree. 

 

 
 

From the example above,  

 LI will create a ledger transaction with journal type = PURCH 

 Journal Source is thi user ID, who approved the invoice 

 Transaction Reference is the system invoice reference 

 Period is invoice approval period 

 ….. 

 

You also can go to tab Analysis Code to mapping movement analysis code to the ledger T code. 

 

 

Create Ledger Journal 
Run command Create GRN journal to interface GRN movements and Create Appr Invoice Journal – for Approved invoice 

 
Select the movement from the list for Preview / hold /post /post rough the journal. 
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Purchase Inquires and Reports 
Supplier History 

Supplier History includes all movements, related to a single particular supplier. You launch Supplier History with function tree. 

Press R5 to select a supplier. All movement of this supplier appears.  

 

 
 

Item Purchase History 
Item Purchase History includes all movements, related to a single particular item. You launch Item Purchase History with 

function tree. Press R5 to select an item code. All movement of this item appears.  

 

 
 

Ordered Items 
Ordered Items is more flexible in querying data. You can add/remove criteria to fine-tune your filter. Then hit the Extract 

button. Movements will be shown. You also can save your filter. Next time when you want to search over movement file, all 

you need to do is open the saved filter, then hit the Extract button. 
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